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Abstract 
Scientific literature aiming to explain and predict bankruptcy has been dominated, besides classical discriminant analysis, by 
symmetric binary choice models, also known as conditional probability models. The main research question that is addressed 
in this study is whether asymmetric binary choice models, based on extreme value theory, can explain bankruptcy better. The 
answer to this question is limited to the following testing context: corporate bankruptcy risk in the period of financial and 
economic turmoil, 2008-2012, is estimated starting from simple financial ratios available in Romania for the year 2007.  
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1. Introduction  
During last decades research on corporate bankruptcy has continued to draw much attention and effort from 
the part of both practitioners and academics due to drastic consequences on society and uncertainty associated 
with this undesired event. The recent financial and economic crisis offers new opportunities to study corporate 
bankruptcy in specific conditions. The scientific literature aiming at explaining and predicting the bankruptcy 
event has been dominated by conditional probability models also known as binary choice models, logit being the 
most popular of them. However, in the case of rare events, symmetric models suffer from several drawbacks 
which have already been exposed in the scientific literature. These problems range from weak quality strategies 
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of data gathering to estimated probability bias and equal rate of approaching zero and one. A fundamental 
question is self-imposed at this point “Can corporate bankruptcy be considered a rare event?” If yes, other link 
functions based on extreme value theory (EVT) should be exploited. The definition of rare event and the right 
place to apply EVT varies by author and field of research. Some authors (King & Zeng, 2001) consider rare 
events as being „dozens to thousands of times fewer” than non-events. In studies regarding the concept of value 
at risk, EVT concerns events as extreme as “one tenth of one percent” (Diebold, 2000) while integrated risk 
management “is concerned about the estimation of rare events: a 1 in 100 event” (Embrechts, 2000). More 
recently (Calabresse & Osmetti, 2011), EVT has been tested for events as rare as 1% or 5% in the field of 
bankruptcy prediction. Being aware that fixing a threshold for what should be considered rare or extreme is 
unrealistic, this paper tests EVT in a specific context. Using simple rates based on synthetic financial statements 
publicly available in Romania for the year 2007, the risk of bankruptcy, at company level, is estimated for the 
period 2008-2012. The main research question that is addressed by this study can be stated as follows: Are 
asymmetric binary choice models based on EVT better estimators of bankruptcy than benchmark (logit and 
probit) models in the above mentioned context? 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section the place in the literature of conditional probability 
models applied in bankruptcy prediction is briefly presented. In section three the explanatory variables and the 
data selection process are presented. Section four is focused on methodological details, more specifically, on the 
different shapes that are assumed for the bankruptcy probability. Section five is dedicated to a comparative 
discussion of the results obtained by the estimated models. In section six final conclusions are drawn and further 
research directions that are interesting and useful in the author’s opinion are indicated. 
2. Existing literature 
The literature in the field of explaining and predicting the bankruptcy risk offers a large variety of methods 
and models. All bankruptcy risk modeling approaches can be classified (Aziz & Dar, 2006) in three broad 
categories: statistical models, artificially intelligent expert systems and theoretic models. The above mentioned 
study finds that logit is the second used method (21,3% of evaluated past studies) after discriminant analysis 
(30.3%). Balcaen & Ooghe (2005) give a clear overview of criticisms and problems related to statistical models 
used in corporate bankruptcy pertaining to one of the following approaches: univariate analysis, risk index 
models, multivariate discriminant analysis and conditional probability models, which include logit and probit 
models. Regarding the  conditional probability models,  logit has been first applied (Santomero & Vinso, 1977 
and  Martin, 1977) to bank failures; then  extended,  together with discriminant analysis, to credit customer 
(Wiginton, 1980).  Ohlson (1980) was probably the first to use  logit for corporate bankruptcy prediction in the 
non-financial sector and  Zmijewski (1984) was the pioneer in applying probit models in this field, addressing 
also methodological issues as sample selection bias and choice-based sample bias. However, probit has been less 
applied due to its higher degree of complexity. According to recent review (Bellovary, Giacomino & Akers, 
2007)  logit overtook in popularity discriminat analysis in the late 1980’s. 
 An important methodological improvement of conditional probability models used in financial distress 
prediction is the demonstration of the equivalence between multiperiod logit models and discrete-time hazard 
models and of their superiority over static logit models (Shumway, 1999). Remarking “no recognition of major 
advances in discrete choice modeling over the last 15 years” Jones and Hensher (2004) applied  mixed logit 
models in the financial sector which allow to take into account  the existence of observed and unobserved 
heterogeneity and to relax the assumption of independently and identically distributed errors. Addressing the 
problem of random effects, some authors (Dwyer, Kocagil & Stein, 2004) report that applying generalized 
estimating equations (GEE) brings no sizable effect on the inferential conclusions. The use of  non-parametric 
transformations to assess  the non-linear relationship between the independent variables and the index function 
may lead to significant  improvement of  model accuracy (Falkenstein, Borat & Carty, 2000). Generalized 
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additive models can be used in order to assess the shape of these realtions in a preliminary exploratory analysis 
before applying generalized linear mixed model (Dakovic, Czado & Berg, 2007). 
In the framework of conditional probability models, the assumption made on the error term implies using a 
proper link function. Assuming extreme value distribution of error generates a family of link functions which are 
asymmetric in nature. Even if the theory of extreme value distribution has existed for a long time in the field of 
statistics, due to Fisher and Tippett in 1920’s and later to Gnedenko, the literature on its applications in the field 
of corporate bankruptcy is scarce. However, recent study performed over Italian small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs) show  the superiority of the Generalized extreme value (GEV) regression in the prediction of 
bankruptcy compared to  logit (Calabresse & Osmetti, 2011). This is part of the stream of literature dedicated to 
SMEs after the BASEl II encouragement to create specific models for this class of enterprises. In the same  
stream of research other authors  (Lin, Ansell & Andreeva, 2011) investigate different definitions of financial 
distress which is particularly important for offering a tool allowing to control, in certain limits,  the rarity of the 
event.  For a more general approach of extreme value theory as a risk management tool see McNeil (1999), 
Embrechts (2000) and  Diebold, Schuermann & Stroughair (2000). For a more detailed statistical approach to 
extreme value theory and discrete choice models see Coles (2004), Train (2007) and   Falk, Hüsler & Reiss 
(2010).  
3. Explanatory variables and estimation data 
The population initially subjected to analysis included all companies in the Timis County, Romania, that 
submitted financial reports for 2007. Thus, data from 26,980 companies was evaluated, 1,933 of which went 
bankrupt within the 2008-2012 period. The selection of the financial ratios (Table 1) was done considering the 
recommendations of the literature, as well as the limitations of the data available. Considering the main purpose 
of this research, of comparing different models, the attention of the author has not been focused on obtaining the 
best model by using all data recommended by literature. For example some authors (Becchetti & Sierra, 2003) 
use also non balance sheet information related to market share, export and subcontracting status, competition and 
customer concentration. 
Table 1 Explanatory variables 
No Ratio tested as explanatory variables Symbol Formula 
1 Fixed assets turnover ratio Fatr Sales / Fixed Assets 
2 Inventory conversion ratio Icr (Inventory / Sales) x 360 
3 Costumer receivables collection period Crcp (Receivables / Sales) x 360 
4 Fixed assets ratio Far Fixed Assets / Total Assets 
5 Autonomy ratio Ar Equity / Total Assets 
6 Equity working capital (100,000 RON) Ewc Equity - Fixed Assets 
7 Profitability ratio Pr Net profit / Sales 
8 Return on equity ROE Net profit / Equity 
 
After adjusting the missing observations and unreasonable values, several filters have been applied in order to 
increase the level of homogeneity in the target population. First of all, higher interest would be in explaining the 
bankruptcy probability for companies with positive net profit and positive Equity. Another concern was the 
presence of extreme outliers. Sensitiveness to extreme non-normality and outliers in independent variables is one 
of the main drawbacks of conditional probability models (Balcaen & Ooghe, 2005). Hence companies reporting 
values of Atr, Fatr, Icr, Crcp, Far, Ewc and Roe outside Tukey’s hinges r 3*Interquartile range  have been 
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removed in order to reduce extreme  outliers and improve the normality of data. As it can be seen in table 2  the 
number of bankruptcies for 2008-2012 is 6% of the population used in estimation, situating  the bankruptcy event 
at the limit of what could be considered rare according to the definitions in section one. 
Table 2 Data  selection process 
Population of companies  Population description Number of companies  
Bankrupt 
companies (%) 
Initial Population  All companies from Timis county which submitted financial reports for 2007 26,860 7.1 
Adjusted Population  Missing observations and unreasonable values removed 16,158 8.1 
Target Population (Equity>0, 
Net Profit>0) 
Equity>0 10,470 7.9 
Equity>0 and  Net Profit>0 8,996 7.9 
Population used in estimation  Target Population with extreme outliers removed 5,908 6.0 
 
Sales dynamics, cash flow and time varying covariates are important omitted variables.  Time varying covariates 
would have allowed capturing the decision taken by the management during the crisis, i.e the structural change of 
the company.  Not including the dynamic of the covariates causes biased coefficients in the static model 
(Shumway , 1999).  
4. Methodological details  
The binary dependent variable (Y) is expressed as a series of ones and zeros with one representing the 
bankruptcy event in the period 2008-2012. The estimated probability of the bankruptcy event, P(Y=1), is 
hypothesized to have different functional forms depending on the assumed cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) of the error term.  The argument I(X), also known as the index function, is a linear combination of 
explanatory variables. The functional forms fo  P(Y=1)  can be grouped in three distinct categories: symmetric  
functions, asymmetric functions with fixed form and, thirdly, asymmetric functions with additional shape 
parameter, ߙ.  
The first category is represented by well known functions in the economic literature as  probit and logit. In the 
second category we have the   loglog model based on the Gumbel distribution which is positively skewed, for the 
distribution of the maxima, and the complementary loglog model which is the mirror distribution for the minima.  
 The third category is composed of generalized forms of the previous categories. The skewed logistic (scobit) 
is a generalization of the logistic function which is a particular case of scobit with unit shape parameter. The 
distribution was first presented in Burr (1941), equation 10, and later presented as an alternative to probit and 
logit (Nagler, 1994). The generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution, also known Fisher–Tippett distribution, 
contains the Gumbel distribution as a particular case for shape parameter approaching zero. Even if the 
generalized extreme value distribution is used in relation to the distribution of maxima, also mirror generalized 
distribution for the minima can be obtained with complementary loglog (cloglog) as a particular case. Cloglog is 
also known as Gompit due to the resemblance with the Gompertz distribution which is also a distribution for the 
minima.  The exact functional forms used in the estimation are given in Table 3.  Same authors prefer to present 
the functional form in terms of link functions. For example for the logit model the link function would be: 
ln{P(y=1)/[1-P(y=1)]}=I(x).  The expression at the right of the equality, known as logit, is the logarithm of the 
odds  in favour of the bankruptcy event. In other words the log-odds is a linear combination of the explanatory 
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variables. In general, the name of the model, except the last two GEV models,  is actually  given  by the name of 
the link function. 
Table 3  Functional forms of  P(y=1)  
Model P(y=1) Cumulative distribution function (CDF) 
Probit Φሾܫሺݔሻሿ Standard normal 
Logit (Logistic regression) ͳ ሾͳ ൅ ݁ିூሺ௫ሻሿΤ  Logistic 
Scobit (Skewed Logit) ͳ ሾͳ ൅ ݁ିூሺ௫ሻሿఈΤ  Burr-10 distribution 
Loglog ሾെ݁ିூሺ௫ሻሿ Gumbel (Extreme value distribution for maxima) 
Gompit (CLoglog) ͳ െ ሾെ݁ூሺ௫ሻሿ Gompertz (Extreme value distribution for minima) 
Generalized extreme value regression 
(GEVmax*) ሼെሾͳ ൅ ߙܫሺݔሻሿିሺଵ ఈሻΤ ሽ 
Generalized extreme value 
distribution for maxima 
Generalized extreme value regression 
(GEVmin*) ͳ െ ሼെሾͳ െ ߙܫሺݔሻሿିሺଵ ఈሻΤ ሽ 
Generalized extreme value 
distribution for minima 
*GEVmax and GEVmin are not well established names in the corresponding literature but are used by the author for the  
purpose of this paper only. 
 
However, we prefer to use the presentation shown in Table 3 because, as it will be seen in what follows, the 
graphical presentation of P(Y=1) is more suggestive and easier to interpret.  
In Appendix Figure 1 (a) the differences in the probability shape is shown for symmetric and fixed form 
asymmetric models. Figure 1(b)-(d) shows how each symmetric and asymmetric model is nested in its 
generalized form. The graphs are obtained by simulating an index function on the interval [-4,4]. 
The main drawbacks of the symmetric logit and probit models, which justify deeper research in the field of 
asymmetric distribution, are the estimation bias of probability for rare events and the equal rate the estimated  
probability approaches zero and one (Calabrese & Osmetti, 2011 and   King &  Zeng , 2001).   
The methodological steps performed in this paper are as follows.  A preliminary estimation is made using all 
the variables   presented in Table 1 resulting a set of variables which are not significant and not included in 
further analysis. In this preliminary step the logit model has been used with both conventional standard errors and 
heteroscedastic robust standard errors obtaining the same results. However, due to high sensitivity of statistical 
inference to model misspecification (omitted variables, non-linear form of the index, unmeasured heterogeneity), 
which is highly plausible, the estimated coefficients are biased and inconsistent and all inferential results are 
unreliable and should be regarded with great caution (Greene, 2003). In these conditions conclusions about the 
effect and significance of each individual explanatory variable are not drawn in this study. 
The remaining variables have been used to estimate the probability to default during  the crisis period, 2008-
2012, using each model presented in Table 3. Estimates for index coefficients from loglog and shape parameter 
close to zero have been used as initial values in maximum likelihood (ML) estimation for GEVMax  (Calabrese 
& Osmetti, 2011). It has been proceeded in a similar way for  GEVMin using complementary loglog for initial 
values. Because the power function is defined only on positive values, the constraints 1+alpha*I(x)>0 and, 
respectively,  1-alpha*I(x)>0 have been imposed in ML estimation. 
In the next step a set of indicators are used to assess the goodness of fit and to compare all estimated models. 
The indicators used fall mainly in two groups: (i) indicators based on the absolute value of the estimated 
probability (the log likelihood, likelihood ratio test and pseudo R-square indicators) and (ii) the area under ROC 
curve based on the classification power of the index function (Sobehart & Keenan , 2001).  
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Pseudo R-squared indicators cannot be compared for models across different datasets or models predicting 
different events, but these  indicators are perfectly fit for our testing procedure on the same data and predicting 
the same outcome. MCFadden and Cragg-Uhler (Nagelkerke) pseudo R-squared indicators are based on the 
difference between the log-likelihood of the estimated model and the log-likelihood of a constant only model. 
Efron’s indicator shows how much the prediction error is reduced by the estimated model  reported to a model 
that uses the total observed frequency of the predicted event  as   P(Y=1).  
For all Pseudo R-squared indicators the estimated value of P(Y=1) is the basic ingredient but for ROC analysis 
the ordering of observations according to the index function is important. Because the estimated probability is a 
monotonic function on the index function, both P(Y=1) and I(x)  have exactly the same classification power 
generating the same ordering of observations.  We notice that I(x), being a linear combination of the explanatory 
variables, does not depend directly on the shape parameter.  However, the shape parameter takes part in the ML 
estimation process   sharing the optimization task with index coefficients. In models without shape parameter the 
whole optimization process is carried out at the level of the index coefficients, hence, the chance of obtaining a 
better classifier I(x) increase. Of course this happens at the cost of lower likelihood for the bankruptcy event. In 
our opinion the predictive potential of the model is better evaluated by means of its classification power resulting 
from the ROC analysis. The out-of-sample accuracy in this specific context is almost impossible to be tested on 
five years horizon due to the unrepeatability of the 2007 exuberant economic conditions prior to the crisis. 
5. Estimation results and discussion 
After running a preliminary logit estimation on all variables shown in Table 1 and after eliminating the 
statistically insignificant variables,  the resulting  index function for company i,  has the following form: 
 
  ܫሺݔሻ௜ ൌ ܾ଴ ൅ ܾଵܨܽݐݎ௜ ൅ ܾଶܥݎܿ݌௜ ൅ ܾଷܨܽݎ௜ ൅ ܾସܣݎ௜ ൅ ܾହܧݓܿ௜           (1) 
or in matrix notation I(X)=BX. 
In the next step all models have been estimated by ML using the above index. The obtained goodness of fit 
indicators for all compared models are shown in Table 4 in the decreasing order of the log-likelihood. The 
likelihood ratio tests (LR), which test the hypothesis that the estimated models are better than a constant only 
model, are all significant at 0.01 level. The pseudo r-square indicators McFadden and Nagelkerke being based on 
the log-likelihood lead to the same conclusion but the ordering according to Efron is different.  
For each model with extra shape parameter, the constraint corresponding to the nested model has been tested 
using LR. The difference between GEVMax  and Loglog has proved to be significant  but only at the 0.10 level 
while the other  nested models have not proved to be significantly different at any significance level.  
Usually, in the bankruptcy prediction literature the accuracy rate for out-of-sample classification is the 
benchmark indicator. For all practical purposes the  prediction process compels the user to choose a cut-point on 
a variable used as classifier (score, index or probability) and consider all companies as bankrupt if the 
corresponding value of the  classifier is higher or lower than the cut-point. The methodology of choosing the cut-
point or a cut-point interval is critical for obvious reasons. In binary choice modelling usually 0.5 is used as a 
threshold. However, in rare event situations P(y=1) is very low, never reaching this level which makes it 
unusable. The more general ROC analysis allows to avoid the problem of using a cut-point. On a ROC chart the 
true positive rate (sensitivity) is represented on the vertical axis and the false positive rate (1-specificity) on the 
horizontal axis for each value of the classifier used as cut-point. The 50% line in ROC represents the true and 
false positive rate for a random predictor and the 100% area under ROC would be a perfect classifier. As it can 
be seen in Table 5, the area for all the estimated models is significantly different from the 50%. An omnibus chi-
square test has been done to test the hypothesis that all areas are equal. Individual chi-square tests have also been 
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done for each model in turn to test the hypothesis that the corresponding area is different from a well known 
standard.   
Table 4 Goodness of fit indicators 
Model Log Likelihood LR* 
Pseudo R-square 
MCFadden Cragg-Uhler (Nagelkerke) Efron 
Scobit -1231.5230 227.1600 0.084440 0.103123 0.045134 
GEVMin -1231.5264 227.1531 0.084437 0.103120 0.045209 
Cloglog -1231.5267 227.1526 0.084437 0.103120 0.045193 
Logit -1231.5366 227.1328 0.084430 0.103111 0.045013 
GEVMax -1231.5502 227.1056 0.084419 0.103099 0.045205 
Probit -1232.1292 225.9476 0.083989 0.102583 0.044201 
Loglog -1233.3573 223.4914 0.083076 0.101489 0.043172 
 
Table 5 Area under ROC curve for all estimated models plus the canonical discriminat score (Z) 
Model Area under ROC Std. Error 
 95% Confidence Interval 
L.b. U.b. 
Loglog 0.7263 0.0134 0.7000 0.7527 
Probit 0.7261 0.0135 0.6996 0.7525 
Logit 0.7254 0.0136 0.6988 0.7520 
Scobit 0.7252 0.0136 0.6986 0.7518 
Cloglog 0.7251 0.0136 0.6985 0.7517 
GEVMIN 0.7251 0.0136 0.6985 0.7517 
GEVMax 0.7250 0.0136 0.6984 0.7517 
D 0.7244 0.0136 0.6978 0.7509 
 
Logit and the canonical discriminant score function (D)  by Fisher linear method have been used as 
benchmark standards. None of these hypotheses could be rejected concluding that all models have the same 
classification power and the differences are negligible.  
The tendency to obtain higher areas under ROC for fixed form models and higher likelihoods for models with 
additional shape parameter can be noticed in Tabels 4 and 5. As explained in the methodological section, in fixed 
form models which are “not helped” by additional parameter, the entire optimization process is made at the I(x) 
level which is crucial in classification.   
A final step in our analysis regards the ordering of the effect size of each explanatory variable on the 
bankruptcy event. Because the explanatory variables are expressed in different measurement units the variables 
have been standardized (zero mean and unit standard deviation) hence obtaining standardized (beta) coefficients 
which are comparable. Unlike linear regression models the constant may be significantly different from zero in 
nonlinear models even if standardized variables have been used. Due to omitted explanatory variables, even if 
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uncorrelated to the included ones, the beta coefficients are biased and inconsistent. However, it is important to 
see if  the tested models generate the same results in terms of the beta coefficients ranks according to their 
absolute values. These ranks are important because they can be translated into ranks  of partial derivatives and 
hence allow to compare   the marginal effects of the variables . 
The standardized coefficients, constant and shape parameter  are shown in Table 6 for each estimated model. 
The  coefficients are ranked based on their absolute values. Looking at Table 6  it can be seen that the position of 
the first two variables, Ar and Far, is stable but the ranks of the others differ.  Loglog and probit generate 
different results from the rest of the models and from each other. In other words, a very small improvement in the 
area under ROC, even if insignificant, may mean a change in the relative marginal effect of the explanatory 
variables.  
Table 6 Standardized (beta) coefficients obtained for estimated models with their corresponding rank in parenthesis 
Coef. Loglog Probit Logit Scobit Cloglog GEVMin GEVMax D 
Fatr -0.07 (4) -0.09 (5) -0.18 (5) -0.18 (5) -0.17 (5) -0.18 (5) -0.15 (5) -0.22 (5) 
Crcp  0.08 (3)  0.11 (3) 0.2 (4) 0.19 (4) 0.19 (4) 0.19 (4) 0.16 (4) 0.35 (3) 
Far -0.19 (2) -0.28 (2) -0.6 (2) -0.58 (2) -0.57 (2) -0.58 (2) -0.49 (2) -0.65 (2) 
Ar -0.21 (1) -0.3 (1) -0.63 (1) -0.61 (1) -0.6 (1) -0.61 (1) -0.52 (1) -0.66 (1) 
Ewc -0.06 (5) -0.1 (4) -0.23 (3) -0.23 (3) -0.23 (3) -0.23 (3) -0.2 (3) -0.32 (4) 
Const. -1.111 -1.685 -3.072 -4.190 -3.098 -3.118 -1.963 0.007 
ߙ       3.004   0.004 -0.886   
 
In all models, the fixed assets ratio, the fixed assets turnover ratio, the equity working capital and the 
autonomy ratio show negative impact on to the bankruptcy probability, while the costumer receivables collection 
period was positively correlated to the bankruptcy risk. The negative correlation between the fixed assets ratio 
(Far) and the bankruptcy risk is contrary to the initial expectations. A possible explanation could be that high Far 
involves the investment of a high percentage of the company’s financing sources in long-term assets, leaving a 
low percentage of financing sources to be invested in current assets. Companies with high current assets ratios 
have higher working capital needs which are associated in the literature with high bankruptcy risks.  
Our results show that, as expected, the bankruptcy risk decreases as the Ewc increases. However, the relation 
between the bankruptcy risk  and Ewc was not fully exploited in our comparative approach.  If the square of Ewc 
is introduced in equation (1), making it nonlinear (u-shaped) regarding this variable, the goodness of fit and area 
under ROC are generally improved (area under ROC curve generated by logit is 0.7347). Since the main aim of 
the paper is not to create the most accurate model, but to compare the effect of using different link functions, 
non-linear relations between variables and index function have been neglected. 
6. Conclusions and further research 
The estimated models give similar results in terms of in-sample goodness of fit and classification accuracy. 
However, negligible, classification differences are favorable to the Loglog (fixed form asymmetric link function) 
according to the  ROC curve.  Indicators based on log likelihood and pseudo R-square measures situate skewed 
logit (Scobit) and Generalized extreme value model (GEVMin) on the first place.  Both Scobit and GEVMin   
imply asymmetric link function with additional shape parameter, although, the differences are also negligible. 
Higher classification performance for fixed asymmetric link functions could be explained by the fact that   
estimation is made entirely at the level of the index function which is crucial in classification. On the other hand, 
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it is also explainable that an additional shape parameter may improve the estimated probability, but this may 
happen at the cost of poorer classification power. 
Even if statistical inference is unreliable, same remarks regarding the coefficients of the index function can be 
made. By using different link functions, the ranks of the explanatory variables according to their marginal effect 
change. The negative sign of fixed assets ratio, in all estimated models, is contrary to initial expectations. A 
possible explanation is related to higher working capital needs, which are associated in literature with high 
bankruptcy risks for companies with a higher level of fixed assets.   
One important further research direction is related to the fact that bankruptcy has been estimated on a five year 
interval. If the forecasting horizon is reduced to one year the probability of bankruptcy, as rare event, will 
become even lower. Hence the difference in accuracy between conventional models and asymmetric models, 
based on extreme value theory, might increase.   
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Appendix A.  
Simulated examples for different shapes of P(y=1), on the vertical axis, and  I(x) on the horizontal axis in the 
interval [-4,4]. 
  
(a)  (b)  
  
(c)  (d)  
Fig. 1 (a) Symetric vs. asymetric CDFs with fixed form; (b) Logit vs. Scobit; (c) GEVMax vs. Loglog; (d) GEVMin vs. CLoglog 
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